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Abstract— The increasing demands of Robots and Robotic 

Simulation all over the world has given a new dimension to 

the Automation and Robotics Industry. The physical training 

and repairing of a robot in real environment can adversely 

affect the costs, thereby reducing the efficiency. 

Reinforcement Learning has proved out to be most 

prominent way to overcome this issue with the help of 

Simulations and Agent based modelling. The Reinforcement 

learning has Basic Random Search algorithm which is used 

to perform such competitive tasks but it limitates due to high 

variance in random values generated. In this paper, we are 

implementing a model free reinforcement learning algorithm 

known as Augmented Random Search Algorithm which 

uses Shallow Learning Neural network and Method of Finite 

Differences. The simplified policies and derivative free 

methods make this algorithm simple to work. ARS is at least 

15X faster than Basic Random Search Algorithm, but it can 

be made more efficient with the use of cloud rather than 

using local system hardware. That’s where the use of 

Salesforce helps us to utilize the cloud environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The humans still are making mistakes that costs billions of 

dollars sometimes and AI is a possible alternative that could 

be applied in robotics to reduce the number of accidents. 

Most deep learning algorithm work with Gradient Descent 

and Back Propagation, this is very effective but also 

incredibly expensive in terms of computation. Advance deep 

learning algorithm take forever to train unless you have a 

powerful expensive GPU. This paper uses one of the fastest 

cutting edge breakthrough algorithms of 2018 in the field of 

robotics for continuous motion tasks with dense reward 

structure. It outperforms cutting edge deep learning 

algorithm while training upto 15 times faster. Augmented 

Random Search is a Shallow learning algorithm which uses 

random noise and genetic evolution to get cutting edge 

performance on locomotion tasks. The training process 

demands high GPU requirement which can be overcome by 

the use of Cloud based technology. 

The Cloud technology implemented in this paper is 

Salesforce. Salesforce is a Customer Relationship 

Management solution that brings together companies and 

customers. Salesforce uses Rest API to integrate with the 

python script. 

Performance of Reinforcement Learning agents can 

be measured and visualized with the help of graphical 

representations. Salesforce CRM is used to provide analytics 

such as Histograms, HeatMaps, Scatter plots and much 

more. Salesforce uses Apex programming language for 

integration with python script. Simultaneously, Salesforce 

provides cloud storage for storing relevant data. We are 

using cloud to store step by step training videos generated as 

a result of successful execution of ARS. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In the recent work, the Basic Random Search was 

implemented to train the agent [1]. The computations of 

rewards made at each and every step makes it bit complex to 

use which gives rise to Augmented Random Search [1]. 

Deep Mind suite is a set of continuous control tasks with a 

standardised structure and rewards. It also adds physics 

methods such as loading, rendering, running the simulation 

and the effective step of benchmarking [2]. 

LabView is a program development environment, 

similar to C and Basic Development environments. Labview 

provides simulation environment selection and Robot 

modelling [3]. Custom Application Development in Cloud 

Environment, Salesforce provides vital functionality of 

Cloud Computing. Salesforce use Salesforce.com, 

Force.com, Visualforce and Apex language for UI and 

backend accesses [4]. Research on Imitation Learning, 

which learns policy based on data on the behaviour of 

experts without explicit rewards signal [5], Imitation 

learning tries to optimize policies based on deep 

reinforcement learning. 

III. AUGMENTED RANDOM SEARCH ALGORITHM 

1) Hyperparameters: step-size α, number of directions 

sampled per iteration N, standard deviation of the 

exploration noise ν, number of top-performing 

directions to use b (b < N is allowed only for V1-t and 

V2-t) 

2) Initialize: M0 = 0 ∈ Rp*n, µ0 = 0 ∈ Rn, and Σ0 = In ∈ 

Rn*n, j = 0. 

3) while ending condition not satisfied do 

4) Sample δ1,δ2,...,δn in Rp*n with i.i.d. standard normal 

entries. 

5) Collect 2N rollouts of horizon H and their 

corresponding rewards using the 2N policies 

V1: {πj,k,+(x) = (Mj + νδk)x 

,πj,k,-(x) = (Mj - νδk)x} 

V2: {πj,k,+(x) = (Mj+ νδk) diag(Σj)
-1/2 (x-µj) 

πj,k,-(x) = (Mj - νδk) diag(Σj)
-1/2 (x-µj) } for k 

∈{1,2,...,N}. 

6) Sort the directions δk by max{r(πj,k,+),r(πj,k,−)}, 

denote by δ(k) the k-th largest direction, and by πj,(k),+ 

and πj,(k),− the corresponding policies. 

7) Make the update step 
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where σR is the standard deviation of the 2b  rewards used 

in the update step. 

8) V2 : Set µj+1, Σj+1 to be the mean and covariance of 

the 2N H(j + 1) states encountered from the start of 

training. 

9) j ← j + 1 

10) end while 

ARS is a random search method for training linear 

policies for continuous control problems. Our ARS 

implementation relies on Python 3, OpenAI Gym version 

0.9.3, mujoco-py 0.5.7, MuJoCo Pro version 1.31. 

In simpler terms algorithm becomes like the following: 

Let 𝛎 a positive constant < 1 Let 𝝰 be the learning 

rate Let N the number of perturbations Let 𝜃 a (p x n) matrix 

representing the parameters of the policy 𝜋 Let 𝜹i a (p x 

1) While end condition not satisfied do: 

2) Generate N perturbations 𝜹 from a normal distribution 

3) Normalize 𝜋i+ = (𝜃+𝛎𝜹i)ᵀx and 𝜋i- = (𝜃-𝛎𝜹i)ᵀx for i = 1 

to N 

4) Generate 2N episodes and their 2N rewards using 𝜋i+ 

and 𝜋i- and collect the rewards ri+ and ri- 

5) Sort all 𝜹 by max(ri+, ri-) 

6) Update 𝜃 = 𝜃 + (𝝰/(b*𝞼ᵣ)) Σ(ri+ - ri-)𝜹i (where i = 1 to 

b) 

7) End While. 

The ARS is an improved version of BRS, it 

contains a three axis of enhancements that makes it more 

performant. 

 Dividing by the Standard Deviation 𝞼ᵣ 

 Normalizing the states 

 Using top performing directions 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The system is designed as per a developer's point of view. 

The first page implements a login implementation where 

developer has to login to existing credentials or sign up for 

new account. At successful login, the n) matrix representing 

the ith perturbation application provides a page for selection 

of MuJoCo and environment. 

The developer can use provided agents and 

environments for training a similar kind of robot. The 

application implements the Augmented Random Search 

Algorithm for given specifications and number of 

parameters differing from agent to agent. Parameters include 

number of steps, episode length, noise, environment name 

and rewards. 

The model is trained for agents and corresponding 

output videos are generated on how the model was trained 

with the use of algorithm. The statistical analytics is also 

developed for the same which gives an idea about efficiency 

of training with the help of pictorial representation such as 

Histogram or Heat Map. It is possible with the use of 

Salesforce CRM. Training videos can be stored on cloud 

and Histograms or Heatmaps can be generated with the use 

of Salesforce analytics. 

Thus, the developer can conclude the training of 

agent and videos are stored on cloud for space saving 

efficiency. 

V. AUGMENTED RANDOM SEARCH (ARS) 

Augmented random search (ARS) is a model-free 

reinforcement learning algorithm based on random search in 

the parameter space of policies. The objective of ARS is to 

learn the policy which maximize the expected rewards; it 

can be described: max θ∈Rn E [r(πθ)]  where θ is parameter 

of the linear policy 

πθ : R n → R p . 

The random search in parameter space makes the 

algorithm to be derivative-free optimization with noise. 

Random search algorithm which is the basic concept of ARS 

selects directions uniformly in parameter space and updates 

the policies along the selected direction without using a line 

search. For updating the parameterized policy πθ, the update 

direction is calculated as follow:  

r(πθ−νδ) + r(πθ+νδ) ν 

for δ a zero mean Gaussian vector and ν a positive 

real number standard deviation of the exploration noise. 

When ν is small enough, Eδ [r(πθ+νδ)] can be the smoothed 

form.  

Therefore, an update increment is an unbiased 

gradient estimator with respect to θ of Eδ [r(πθ+νδ)]; and it 

makes the update step of the policies πθ to be unbiased 

update. Based on this fact, Bandit Gradient Descent which is 

called BRS was proposed in. Let the θt is the weight of 

policy at t-th training iteration. N denotes that the number of 

sampled directions per iteration.  

In BRS, the update step is configured as follows: 

θt+1 = θt + α N X N i=1 [r(πθ+νδi ) − r(πθ−νδi )] δi  

However, the problem of random search in the 

parameter space of policies is large variations in terms of the 

rewards r(πθ ± νδ) which are observed during training 

procedure. The variations makes the updated policies to be 

perturbed through the updates step. To address the large 

variation issue, the standard deviation σR of the rewards 

which are collected at each iteration is used to adjust the size 

of the update step in ARS. Based on the adaptive step size, 

the ARS shows higher performance compared to the deep 

reinforcement learning algorithms (i.e., PPO, TRPO, A3C, 

etc.) and BRS even if the simple linear policy is used. In this 

paper, for policy optimization of imitation learning, the ARS 

V2 algorithm is used as a baseline.  

The ARS algorithm is described as Algorithm 1. 

The update step of ARS means that if r(πt,(i),+) > r(πt,(i),−), 

the policy weights θt is updated in the direction of δi . 

However, if r(πt,(i),+) < r(πt,(i),−), the policy weights θt is 

updated in the direction of −δi . This update step does not 

need backpropagation procedure which is used to optimize 

DRL; and thus ARS is derivative-free optimization. 

Furthermore, ARS shows that simple linear policies can 

obtain competitive performance on the high dimensional 

complex problem. 
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VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The system is designed as per a developer's point of view. 

The first page implements a login implementation where 

developer has to login to existing credentials or sign up for 

new account. The information regarding the working of 

algorithm, the parameters for agents and the environments 

can be retrieved. The application implements the 

Augmented Random Search Algorithm for given 

specifications and number of parameters differing from 

agent to agent. Parameters include number of steps, episode 

length, noise, environment name and 9 rewards. SAE, 

Department of Computer Engineering 9 The model is 

trained for agents and corresponding output videos are 

generated on how the model was trained with the use of 

algorithm. Thus, the developer can conclude the training of 

agent and videos are stored on cloud for space saving 

efficiency. 

VII. CODE 

# Setting the Hyper Parameters 

class Hp(): 

        def __init__(self): 

        self.nb_steps = 1000 

        self.episode_length = 1000 

        self.learning_rate = 0.02 

        self.nb_directions = 16 

        self.nb_best_directions = 16 

        assert self.nb_best_directions <= self.nb_directions 

        self.noise = 0.03 

        self.seed = 1 

        self.env_name = 'Walker2d-v2' 

# Normalizing the states 

class Normalizer(): 

        def __init__(self, nb_inputs): 

        self.n = np.zeros(nb_inputs) 

        self.mean = np.zeros(nb_inputs) 

        self.mean_diff = np.zeros(nb_inputs) 

        self.var = np.zeros(nb_inputs) 

        def observe(self, x): 

        self.n += 1. 

        last_mean = self.mean.copy() 

        self.mean += (x - self.mean) / self.n 

        self.mean_diff += (x - last_mean) * (x - self.mean) 

        self.var = (self.mean_diff / self.n).clip(min = 1e-2) 

        def normalize(self, inputs): 

        obs_mean = self.mean 

        obs_std = np.sqrt(self.var) 

        return (inputs - obs_mean) / obs_std 

# Building the AI 

class Policy(): 

        def __init__(self, input_size, output_size): 

        self.theta = np.zeros((output_size, input_size)) 

        def evaluate(self, input, delta = None, direction = 

None): 

        if direction is None: 

            return self.theta.dot(input) 

        elif direction == "positive": 

            return (self.theta + hp.noise*delta).dot(input) 

        else: 

            return (self.theta - hp.noise*delta).dot(input) 

        def sample_deltas(self): 

        return [np.random.randn(*self.theta.shape) for _ in 

range(hp.nb_directions)] 

        def update(self, rollouts, sigma_r): 

        step = np.zeros(self.theta.shape) 

        for r_pos, r_neg, d in rollouts: 

            step += (r_pos - r_neg) * d 

        self.theta += hp.learning_rate / (hp.nb_best_directions 

* sigma_r) * step 

# Exploring the policy on one specific direction and over 

one episode 

def explore(env, normalizer, policy, direction = None, delta 

= None): 

    state = env.reset() 

    done = False 

    num_plays = 0. 

    sum_rewards = 0 

    while not done and num_plays < hp.episode_length: 

        normalizer.observe(state) 

        state = normalizer.normalize(state) 

        action = policy.evaluate(state, delta, direction) 

        state, reward, done, _ = env.step(action) 

        reward = max(min(reward, 1), -1) 
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        sum_rewards += reward 

        num_plays += 1 

    return sum_rewards 

# Training the AI 

def train(env, policy, normalizer, hp): 

        for step in range(hp.nb_steps): 

                # Initializing the perturbations deltas and the 

positive/negative rewards 

        deltas = policy.sample_deltas() 

        positive_rewards = [0] * hp.nb_directions 

        negative_rewards = [0] * hp.nb_directions 

                # Getting the positive rewards in the positive 

directions 

        for k in range(hp.nb_directions): 

            positive_rewards[k] = explore(env, normalizer, 

policy, direction = "positive", delta = deltas[k]) 

                # Getting the negative rewards in the 

negative/opposite directions 

        for k in range(hp.nb_directions): 

            negative_rewards[k] = explore(env, normalizer, 

policy, direction = "negative", delta = deltas[k]) 

                # Gathering all the positive/negative rewards to 

compute the standard deviation of these rewards 

        all_rewards = np.array(positive_rewards + 

negative_rewards) 

        sigma_r = all_rewards.std() 

                # Sorting the rollouts by the max(r_pos, r_neg) 

and selecting the best directions 

        scores = {k:max(r_pos, r_neg) for k,(r_pos,r_neg) in 

enumerate(zip(positive_rewards, negative_rewards))} 

        order = sorted(scores.keys(), key = lambda x:scores[x], 

reverse = True)[:hp.nb_best_directions] 

        rollouts = [(positive_rewards[k], negative_rewards[k], 

deltas[k]) for k in order] 

                # Updating our policy 

        policy.update(rollouts, sigma_r) 

                # Printing the final reward of the policy after the 

update 

        reward_evaluation = explore(env, normalizer, policy) 

        print('Step:', step, 'Reward:', reward_evaluation) 

# Running the main code 

def mkdir(base, name): 

    path = os.path.join(base, name) 

    if not os.path.exists(path): 

        os.makedirs(path) 

    return path 

work_dir = mkdir('exp', 'brs') 

monitor_dir = mkdir(work_dir, 'monitor') 

 

hp = Hp() 

np.random.seed(hp.seed) 

env = gym.make(hp.env_name) 

env.render(mode="human") 

env = wrappers.Monitor(env, monitor_dir, force = True) 

nb_inputs = env.observation_space.shape[0] 

nb_outputs = env.action_space.shape[0] 

policy = Policy(nb_inputs, nb_outputs) 

normalizer = Normalizer(nb_inputs) 

train(env, policy, normalizer, hp) 

VIII. SCREENSHOTS 
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The above screenshots comprises of: 

1) The Login page, which is the first page of our 

application. 

2) Welcome page 

3) Home page which has information about the 

Augmented Random Search Algorithm 

4) A google colab page which shows the working code of 

ARS 

5) Toolkit page, it consists information about libraries and 

utilities 

6) Environment page which shows the hyperparameters 

and their corresponding values 

7) A google colab page referring to the rewards earned for 

the MuJoCo during training session 

8) Environment page which shows the MuJoCo agent and 

the environment we used to train it 

9) Finally, an output page where one can see how the 

agent is trained during session.  

IX. ADVANTAGES 

Our system implements Augmented Random Search 

algorithm which is 15x faster than the existing system. 

Rather than using the traditional storage, our 

system uses salesforce cloud to store and analyse the data. 

The Augmented Random Search implements 

integrated reward calculations which increases performance. 

X. DISADVANTAGES 

The existing system was applying the tedious Basic Random 

Search algorithm. 

Also, the system was using the traditional way for 

storing the data such as HDDs. 

The Basic Random Search implements step by step 

calculations which leads to degradation of performance. 

XI. APPLICATIONS 

A. Robotics in Industrial Automation: 

Within industrial automation, robots are used as a flexible 

way to automate a physical task or process. Collaborative 

robots are designed to carry out the task in the same way a 

human would. More traditional industrial robots tend to 

carry out the task more efficiently than a human would.  

B. Games: 

Using this approach one can train an agent in a simulated 

environment to learn how to play games. RL is so well- 

known these days because it is the mainstream algorithm 

used to solve different games and sometimes achieve super-

human performance. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

ARS uses a perceptron instead of a deep neural network. 

ARS randomly adds tiny values to the weights along with 

the negative of that value to figure out if they help the agent 

get a bigger reward. 

The bigger the reward from a specific weight 

configuration, the bigger its influence on the adjustment of 

the weights. 

So at first, you can see that the agent barely lasts 

for a couple seconds before falling and the episode ends. A 
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little bit later on, it’s able to balance, but it doesn’t 

understand quite how to walk using legs. 

Finally nearing the end of the training, the agent 

understands how to balance and use legs to push itself 

forward. Although these were short peeks into what the 

agent was doing, you can clearly see the progress from not 

being able to balance, to not moving, to finally balancing 

and moving to walk. 

XIII. FUTURE WORK  

Customize simulation environment:   

Our system facilitates the developer to select the 

environment and agent present on the interface provided.  

The need to include different environments and agents other 

than the provided one led to the emergence of customizable 

ones.  

Developer can use all other environments and 

agents which can be used to implement our algorithm and 

test the model against different environments. 
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